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Another Lorne to Surf run –most of us found that we were 5 minutes slower than last 

year. This was followed by 8 NEs and two honorary members tackling the 8km down 

from the Erksine Falls to the Erskine River which Stuart graphically detailed – time 

was 35 minutes; the signpost says 3 hours each way! Lauris Stirling was nominated 

for a Citizen of the Year award -- has worked tirelessly for cub/scout groups in the 

Eastern suburbs for more than 20 years. NE ran the second day of the Eureka 

Challenge, at Glenluce North; 34 attended including new members Rhonda Dibase 

and Bruce & Emma Johnson venturing into the bush for the first time. With some 

away at Easter and some on the Oxfam run there were only 17 at Kooyoora, all old 

hands plus the rarely seen Janet J. 23 attended Glenlyon where an errant first control 

(placed too far down a gully) caused concern.  

 

Easter had been in Southern Qld – long grass, hot conditions, and lantana made the 

courses more difficult than they otherwise might have been. The first event was the 

Galaxy Elite event, a sprint through the university campus adjacent to the (Ipswich) 

showgrounds which was interesting for a while --- but! The family relays some 50km 

distant were not well patronised (no NEs). The 3 Days themselves, unusually, were on 

the same map, basic spur gully. Day 1 was a scorcher – little water on the courses 

caused distress to some. Geoff had a nightmare leg through lantana infested gullies, 

taking more than 40 minutes to cut his way through and find the next control – Don 

wisely accepted an extra climb and detoured to a road taking 22 minutes. Day 2 was a 

little cooler and most of us took Don’s lead and carried our own water. Day 3 was 

from the top of a nearby hill – everybody hoped to do well to make up for 

transgressions on the previous days. There were 17 NEs, our only Easter winner being 

Dorothy Adrian, with Helen Edmonds second and Paul Adrian third. One elite 

orienteer was hit on the side by a quickly moving kangaroo and was hospitalised with 

broken ribs. 

 

New member Robert Plant started off as a power walker but then switched to running 

B. The Oxfam 100km walk (which was established in 1981 and is now annual in 

Britain, Hong Kong & Australia) saw the legendary Ghurka team beaten for the first 

time. Starting from Jells Park the 1300 participants aimed to complete the endurance 

event within 48 hours, 1140 finished. The winning teams (11 hours 59 minutes) were 

4 orienteers. Geoff twisted an ankle and pulled out at the 75km mark. The club 

sponsored travel expenses for members of the Victorian Junior school team to the 

tune of $200. Rob Fell, Hugh Mallen, Rachel & Alice Edmonds, and Jessica Niven 

helped the Victorian team to a memorable victory. NE received a grant of $4000 to 

remap the You Yangs --- climbed by Matthew Flinders on May 1st, 1802. It names 

Flinders and his companions the earliest known people to have orienteered on one of 

our maps!  



 

22 NEs participated in our Maxi Score including newcomers Antony & Christie Ball 

(who had course set a Dandenong Ck event for us), and Angela Chimenton (results 

and photos on website). More than 500 people attended the funeral of Nigel Aylott, 

killed in a tragic accident while taking part in an Adventure race in America. Familiar 

to NE as a rogainer, orienteer and street runner his death was a shock and a loss. 

Fiona Fell had been running soup stalls at some events to raise funds for the junior 

squad – raised $1600. Fiona Fell wrote of the National Carnival in NSW --- various 

viscidities to get to Mudgee and find registration had closed 4 minutes earlier. First 

event was at Dunns Swamp near Rylestone, spur/gully with sandstone pagodas, thick 

vegetation. Then a free day, then two days of schools’ events, and a 60km drive to 

Bathurst for presentations – ‘the only families attending in a purely come, clap, and 

embarrass the child capacity, seem to belong to NE.  

 

The Senior Boys won their section and as a whole Vic and ACT tied for first place. 

Next was a ParkO in Orange, and then, after visiting Cowra Japanese garden off to the 

model event in heavy rain, Tarrengower type country. The Australian Champs were at 

Eugowra in complex granite made all the complex by cunning course setters and the 

Aust Relays at Reid’s Flat on the final day -- completely open with scattered trees and 

numerous granite rock  outcrop, particularly challenging as N/S lines were said to be 

24 degrees off  bearing (12%  deviation from true marked the wrong way).   

 

Geoff was the course setter and Schon the organiser for a foot event at Whroo where 

there had been torrential rain the day before – thanks to those who camped on site in 

order to protect the equipment. One competitor said that it was clear that Geoff had 

used Sportident to maximise the opportunities in the complex terrain around the mine 

site. An unmarked track on the way to control 1 caused the first leg on courses 1-3 to 

be deleted.  

 

There was an MTBO event at Whroo too; Joyce wrote about it -- set by Rob Edmonds 

with 74 attending --- some of the minor tracks were even less visible due to lack of 

use and fallen leaves, so we took the opportunity to do a little gardening.  
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